Leave your email archiving to the experts

Don’t want the hassle of managing an archive on your premises? We’ll manage it for you with Cryoserver Cloud. We make sure your archive is online, accessible, and has enough storage to meet your needs. With our evergreen archiving environment, you’ll never have to worry about upgrading.

Here are some more reasons why businesses around the world use our cloud solution:

**Key Features**

- Pay as you go – only per live user subscription
- Ultimate scalability – zero limits on user numbers or storage space
- No onsite hardware required – all support included
- Compatible with Microsoft 365 (formerly Office 365) – indeed, Cryoserver is its perfect partner
- Platform independent – same great solution no matter the delivery method
- Up and ready to go within minutes
- UK-based IL5 data centres

**Your email archive stored safely in the cloud**

- Automated inbox management
- Retrievable at any time from anywhere with company permissions
- High data privacy and security standards
- Cost-effective pricing
- All your data will be stored in a location appropriate to your industry

“The IDC (International Data Corporation) report that 60% of a business’ critical data is stored via email, so an email archive is vital to store this effectively, securely, and make it easily available to search for.”

**Mike Kenyon**

“The industry in which we operate is compliance driven and we simply could not take any chances... We need complete confidence in the compliance aspect of inbound and outbound emails”

**Leon Sale, IT Manager at Baker Tilly**

“From a personal point of view I don't have to worry so much about managing my emails, which is great”

**Employee, North Warwickshire Borough Council**

“In terms of searching, Cryoserver has saved hours of people's time”

**Martin Vogwell, IT Infrastructure manager,**

**cryoserver.com**
including our many data centres within the UK

• All Cryoserver data centres are IL5 certified and therefore highly secure
• Accessible on the go from any location for flexible working

Benefits

• Provides the perfect enhancement to Microsoft 365 (formerly Office 365)
• No on-site hardware required
• Versatile storage as businesses develop
• Licensed per live user, for the most cost-effective model
• Simple delegated email access to previous emails
• Gives employees the illusion of a bottomless mailbox
• No manual install requirements
• Very little on-premise hardware to protect and maintain
• Updates are automatic in our evergreen environment

“We use [Cryoserver] when we have Subject Access Requests (SAR) or Freedom of Information (FOI) requests... Cryoserver helps us to carry out searches quickly and securely”

Vincenzo Ardillo
Guildford Borough Council

IMPORTANT TO KNOW

Are you in the healthcare / pharmaceutical industry? Or in one where employees have health & safety risks? Regulations on data retention are more stringent for such industries. Whatever your business, it has 20 working days to respond to a Freedom of Information (FOI) request, and 40 calendar days to a Subject Access Request (SAR). Despite leaving the EU, UK businesses must still comply with EU GDPR and protect personal data. Failure to do this can incur fines of up to €20m or 4% of a company’s global revenue.
Expertly Simple Email Archiving and Compliance

A solution which takes email efficiency to the next level.

Boost Employee Productivity
Cryoserver empowers end users to retrieve their own lost email from the archive.

Eliminate PST’s
Cryoserver assimilates legacy PST files into a single, searchable, secure archive.

Increase Efficiency
Cryoserver compresses, deduplicates and encrypts email, and archives it on a separate server.

Superior Discovery
Find emails in seconds. Cryoserver’s super-fast delegated search and intuitive search.

Faster Archiving
Cryoserver streamlines mail server migration. It provides data capture and import utilities that manage legacy email data.

Compliance
Cryoserver helps dispute resolution and reputation management.